Fair Work Commission highlights the need for proper,
clear drafting of agreements
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The recent decision of the Full Bench in the Fair Work Commission (FWC) in Kentz Pty Ltd v Communications, Electrical,
Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Services Union of Australia (C2017/999) serves as a reminder
of the importance of proper, clear drafting of agreements.

This week’s FWC decision in Kentz Pty Ltd v Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and
Allied Services Union of Australia (C2017/999) is another win for ETU members and their lawyers Hall Payne Lawyers in protecting
worker’s rights and conditions.

The ETU has been pursuing the issue of the payment of income protection and the interpretation of the clause 19 (a) in their
certified agreement with Kentz Australia for the past couple of years.

In relation to the issue the FWC mentioned the interpretation of an agreement must be read in the context of the agreement along
with the legislative background against which the agreement is made and in the way it operates. The commission also noted that
certified agreements commonly lack the “precise drafting of legislation”.

The FWC found that the problem of poor drafting of enterprise agreements is one that frequently occurs in Commission
proceedings, noting that the parties to an agreement “naturally adopt interpretations which favour their interest, and a refusal to
compromise leads to litigation of this sort.”

This recent decision highlights the importance of an agreement clearly stating what is agreed to by the parties, and not based on
assumptions, and, more importantly, of the parties to the agreement abiding by what has been agreed.

The FWC highlighted that the interpretations of 19(a) in the agreement was ambiguous and that the reference to ‘an approved
insurer’ was a reference to an income protection insurance product of one of the named insurance bodies in clause 19(a)(1) – (3),

or such other insurance products that is agreed between the parties to the agreement.

19(a) reads:

“(a) The employer will take out income protection insurance for all Employees that provides cover for the Employee for
any period of absence on leave without pay such as.

(1) Energy Super Protection (ESP) – for electrical and instrumentation employees and Storepersons who are members of
SPEC Super – ESP (a division of SPEC Super) or Australian Income Protection Pty Ltd.

(2) Wage Guard – for mechanical and fabrication employees, non-destructive testing employees and Storepersons.

(3) Chifley or Construction Income Protection Ltd – in respect of all classifications within the scope of the classification
structure except those classifications listed above in sub-clauses 19(a)(1) and (2) and appropriate Storepersons.”

The Full Bench also said, “The clause is not a riddle, wrapped in a mystery, inside an enigma, although at some points in the
proceedings it perhaps threatened to become so. It is fair to say that the parties and the Commission struggled to make sense of
the ordinary meaning of the words. The clause is ambiguous.”

“It is regrettable that …more attention was not focused on clear drafting,” commented the Commission.

The ETU Queensland &NT Branch said they are glad to be working with Hall Payne Lawyers, who are committed to fight for union
members’ rights.

In a statement to members the ETU Queensland &NT Branch said that now that there is a Full Bench decision, the ETU expects
the employer will apply the agreement correctly.

The ETU said they hope that the employer accepts the decision by the FWC and abides by the provisions of the agreement.
Kentz Pty Ltd v Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Services Union of
Australia [2017] FWCFB 2600 (11 May 2017)
If you suspect an employer has contravened a term of an Agreement but can’t see the path towards a resolution, advice from
experts in the area can help. Our Employment and Industrial Relations team is recognised as one of Australia’s top employment
law firms working with unions and employees. To speak to a member of our teamcontact usvia our contact page, or on1800 659
114.
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This article relates to Australian law; either at a State or Federal level. The information contained on this site is for general
guidance only. No person should act or refrain from acting on the basis of such information. Appropriate professional advice
should be sought based upon your particular circumstances. For further information, please do not hesitate to contact Hall Payne
Lawyers.

